
INT. BACKSTAGE CLEVELAND OHIO CONVENTION CENTER MUSIC 123 123
HALL - NIGHT 

TITLE UP: OCTOBER 28, 1980

FURIOUS ACTIVITY as the Reagan Team - Deaver, Meese, 
Weinberger and DAVID STOCKMAN rapid-fire info at the 
flustered Reagan as he is herded towards the waiting 
stage with Nancy.

STOCKMAN
Interest rates 20% plus, gas over a 
dollar, inflation up four points--

DEAVER
Soviets, Afghanistan! Hit him hard with 
that. 

WEINBERGER
Forget Afghanistan! It’s Hostages, 
hostages, hostages!

REAGAN
All right!!! I GOT IT!

(They stop )
You’ve done your job. I’ll take it from 
here. 

APPLAUSE from the other side of the curtain as Howard K. 
Smith welcomes the League of Women Voters crowd. Reagan 
takes Nancy in his arms. Takes a deep breath. 

NANCY
It’s your night, Ronny. Go get ‘em. 

She kisses him sweetly. Carter and his Team arrive at the 
other side, ready to go on. Reagan has regained himself. 
Ready to do this. 

DEAVER
Maybe we oughtta let Reagan be Reagan. 

INT. KGB HEADQUARTERS - MOSCOW - 3 AM (1980)124 124

Viktor intently watches the closed circuit feed of the 
Reagan-Carter debate, furiously scribbling notes. Carter 
throws out statistics and numbers in his answers, 
sounding like a Harvard economist with a Southern accent. 

VIKTOR (V.O.)
There had been talk that the job of U.S. 
President was too big for one man. After 
all, if it was too big for a genius with 
a degree in nuclear engineering... what 
chance did the old man have? 
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STOCKMAN
First quarter numbers are below 
expectation. Unemployment hasn’t budged. 
Interest rates, same. I think we should 
re-examine some of the revenue enhancers 
on the table, sir.

REAGAN
Is that what they’re calling tax 
increases these days? And if that’s 
really what you think, what the hell are 
you doing in my Administration? 

A frozen beat.  

REAGAN (CONT’D)
A nation trying to tax itself into 
prosperity is like a man standing n a 
bucket trying to lift himself up by the 
handle. Winston Churchill said that. 

(winks at Stockman)
Gentlemen, here is my economic policy:
When taxes are low, people have more 
money. When they have more money, they 
buy more things and services. The people 
who make those things and provide their 
services hire more people, who now work 
and pay their taxes too. And as for a 
fair rate for all of us? The Good Lord 
says ten percent. Why should Uncle Sam 
get more than Him?  

INT. SITUATION ROOM - LATER THAT DAY154 154

Secretary of Defense CASPAR WEINBERGER, Casey, ADMIRAL 
JOHN POINDEXTER, and Bill Clark (now NSA Advisor) join 
Reagan and Baker with the heads of the Army, Air Force, 
Navy. Satellite Photos on the Big Screen. 

WEINBERGER
Soviets are conducting full exercises in 
the Indian Ocean. Looks normal. German 
border is quiet, but we’re getting new 
pictures off the bird. 

REAGAN
What is that right there? That line?

POINDEXTER
That’s the Berlin Wall, sir.  

REAGAN
One side freedom, one side slavery.  
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VIKTOR (V.O.)
That is... until each brought the deal 
home, for the bureaucrats to look at. The 
next meeting could not have been more 
different. 

EXT. THE SKY OVER ANOTHER AIRPORT - ONE YEAR LATER209 209

Air Force One approaches a different airport, on a somber 
and gray cloudy day. Rain comes down in sheets as the 
wheels touch down. 

TITLE UP: REYKJAVIK ICELAND. OCTOBER 11, 1986

EXT. HOFOI HOUSE - REYKJAVIK 210 210

DRUMS ROLL AGAIN Gorbachev strides toward Reagan at the 
front stairs of the former French Embassy here. Defense 
Secretary Weinberger whispers to Reagan, feeling the tone 
shift in Gorbachev’s purposeful walk.

WEINBERGER
Make sure you don’t give away the store.

REAGAN
I dealt with these guys in Hollywood. Got 
the scars on my back to prove it. 

INT. HOFOI HOUSE CONFERENCE ROOM - THAT AFTERNOON211 211

Reagan and Gorbachev are seated across the table from one 
another. Shultz and Shevardnaze, a couple AIDES each, and 
the Translators. Including Viktor. 

Body language completely opposite this time. Gorbachev is 
upbeat, energetic. Reagan subdued. Nervous. Gorbachev 
slides a one-page proposal across the table to Reagan. 

GORBACHEV/VIKTOR
Fifty percent across the board reduction. 
All weapons groups: Tactical, INF, ICBM. 

But Reagan knows there’s more. He waits, and--

GORBACHEV/VIKTOR (CONT’D)
In exchange for same, and suspension of 
your Strategic Defense Initiative. Star 
Wars. 

A long beat. 
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